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Figure 1 
Sign Convention for Applied Loads 
SIGN CONVENTION 
(See Figure 1) 
Linear dimensions~ distances are positive when measured either 
to the right or upward from a point of reference. A section should be 
viewed from aft of its station number looking forward in order that .its 
right and left sides may be seen in their proper relation. 
Ane;ular dimensions are positive when measured clockwise about a 
point of reference. 
Shear loads are positive when they act either upwards or to the 
right on a section. 
Torg_ue loads are positive when they act counterclockwise on the 
section. 
Axial loads are positive when they produce tension on a section. 
Shear flows are positive when they act in a counterclockwise 
direction along the peripher:z of the section. 
Normal stresses are rositive when the stressed II1ember is in tension. 
Bending moments .are positive when they produce compression in the 
top and right side of the section. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Au = Th~ total effective area of the (n)th element in the section 
An= Aln + Asen or Astn 
Astn = The area of skin in tension acting with the nth stringer 
J 
Aln = The cross sectional area of the longitudinal stringer in the 
(n) th element 
vi 
Asen= The area of skin in compression acting with the nth stringer 
B = Normal stress effecttvity factor 
B = Shear flow effectivity factor 
E = The modulus of elasticity (considered constant in this 
analysis) 
G The modulus of rigidity (considered constant in this analysis) 
H = The total horizontal shear load on the section applied at 
the X refer~nce ax:f.s 
Ix = The moment of inertia of the section about its centroidal 
X axis 
~Y, = The moment of inertia of the section about its centroidal 
Y axis 
Iy = ~ (Ahx2) 
Ixy = The product of inertia of the section about its centroidal 
X and Y axis 
Ixy = Z. (Ahxhy) 
Sin Q Mylx - Mxlxy 
\((My!l:x - Mxlxy) 2 + (Mxly - Mylxy) 2 
K2 = Gos .. Q = ·M¥ly . - ~lxy 
'[(-m,'-lx-· ---Mx-l_x_y_)_2_+_(_Mxl_y_ .. _ My_l_x_y_)_2 
Mx = The bending moment about the 'X axis 
My = The bending moment about the Y axis 
Mx = The total bending .moment about the X axis 
Mx = Mx + Py 
vii 
My = The total bending .moment about the Y axis 
My= My+ Px 
N1 = A normal stress coefficient 
N1 = -~~ + M'flxy 
... Ixy + Ixiy 
N2 = A normal stress coefficient 
N = -My.[x + Mxixy 
2 -Ixy2 + Ixiy 
N3 = A normal stress coefficient 
N ::: p 
3 2(A) 
N = the final element number 
P = The axial load on the section applied at the junction of the 
X and Y .reference axes 
Qxn = The sum, of the .area ·. products . ·of the first through (n) th 
element about the centroidal X axis 
n 
~ =~ 1 (Ahy) 
Qyn = The sum of th.e area products of the first through (n) th 
element about the cetitroidal Y axis 
Qyn = 2~(Ahx) 
Rq = The ratio of the enclosed area of cell 1H to cell q 
q - 2 1 m 
R = =---2:. qm 
Rn = The distartce from the nJ:h element normal to the resultant 
ne~5ral axis 
~ =-K2hyn - K1hxn 
s1 = A shear flow -coefficient 
s1 = ..:}b(txy + Vyiy 
· · -Ixy2 + Ixy 
s2 = A shear flow coefficient 
s .= ... vytxy + Hxix 
2 -Ixy2 + Ixiy 
viii 
T = The total torque load acting on the section 
Tq The constant shear flow coefficient or torsional equilibrium 
factor for each cell 
Tx = The torsional inertia of the section about its centroidal 
X axis 
Tx = L (Qxm) 
Ty = The torsional inertia of the section about its centroidal 
Y axis 
Ty = ::£_ (Qym) 
Txq = A tangential deflection term for the shear stresses for each 
cell 
T/l. = A tangential deflection term for the shear stresses for each 
cell 
Tyq = ~q(Qyms) 
-q 
A collection Tx = term 
Txq = Tx 1 Rq Txq -
-q 
Ty = A collection term 
Tyq Ty 1 RqTyq = 
V = The total shear load acting on the section applied at the 
Y reference axis 
Xn_ = The abscissa of the (n)th element in the section with respect 
to the reference Y axis 
X The abscissa of the centroid of the total effective area of 
section with respect to the reference Y axis 
X = ~(AX) :z= (A) 
ix 
Yn = The ordinate of the (n) th element in the section with 
respect to the reference X axis 
Y = The ordinate of the centroid of the total effective area 
of the section with respect to the reference X axis 
Y= 
Q = The angle between the centroidal and neutral axis 
Q = Tan·l Mylx - Mxlxy 
",.. 
L = 
Mxiy - Myl.xy 
The sum of the quantity indicated for all elements in the 
section /1/ 
):_ ( ) :: > ( 
n: I 
) 
~ = The sum .of the quantity indicated fr.om the first through the 
n 
(n) th elements in the section 
5:.( ')·: ,., ) 
2..q = The sum of the quantity indicated for all elements in the 
(q)th cell 
;,/ 
) :: 2 ( 
n:, I 
NOMENCLATURE (SMALL LETTERS) 
dxn = The differential abscissa between the (n) th and (n+l) th 
elements in the section 
th th = The differential ordinate between the (n) and (n+l) 
elements iri the section 
X 
. th th = The peripheral distance between the (n) and (n+l) 
elements in the section 
dsn = ~ dxn 2 + dyn 2 
fNn = The total normal stress at the (n)th element in the section 
fNn = N1hYn + Nzh.xn + N.3 
fsn = The total shear flow between the (n)th and (n+l)th elements 
in the section 
fsn = 81~n+ SzQyn + r<i 
hx = The abscissa of the (n)th element in the section with 
n 
respect to the centroidal Y axis 
hXn,= ~·-·x 
hyn = The ordinate of t:he (n)th element in the section with 
respect to the centroidal X axis 
hy = Yn .. y' 
mu = Twice the swept area subtended by the periphery between the 
nth and (n+l)th elements in the section 
m = Y dx - X dy n n n n n 
= dsn -Gtn 
n = The serial number of an element in the sect.ion. An element 
consists of a stringer plus the skin that acts with it. The 
numbers from /Pl through n are assigned consecutively in a 
clockwise direct.ion to all elements 
tn = The skin thickness of the (n)th element., The thickness given 
th for the (n) element is for the skin between the nth and 
(n+l)th stringer 
xi 
q • A superscript of primes equal in number to the cell number in which 
it will act~ (For cell #1, q • 1. For cell #2, q ~ 2, etc.) 
COMMENTS ON NOMENCLATURE 
1. The preceding nomenclature may at first seem extremely bulky to 
the reader, however, it will be shown in the text or the thesis that 
in order to provide the computer a simplified set of equations, it 
will be necessary to group several individual terms into one general 
expression or coefficient. These general expressions may remain 
constant or vary for every element in the cross-section under a 
given loading condition. 
2. It will be assumed in this thesis that the reader is familiar 
with the majority of the basic equations involved in the section 
ana.l,.ysis of a multi-cell semi-monoeoque structure. Therefore, a 
; 
complete derivation of the basic equations list~ in the 
nomenclature will be omitted. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
The following elastic analysis assumptions will be observed 
throughout this thesis: 
1. The material of the beam is homogeneous and obeys Hook's 
law. 
2. The moduli of elasticity for tension and compression are 
equal. 
J. All deformations are small and elastic. 
xii 
4. The beam is initially straight and of constant cross-section. 
5. Plane sections of the beam., originally plane., remain plane. 
There is an additional assumption that the effective skin area which 
acts with a stringer in com~ession is limited to a width of 15, skin 
thicknesses on each side of the s~ringer. 
xiii 
INTRODUCTION 
The design and analysis of multi-cell semi,monocoque structures has 
been a problem, found primarily in the aircraft . industry, for a good 
many years. This J:1ype of structure consists of stressed skin and longi--
tudinal stringers. A typical example from a structural design standpoint 
would be a fuselage or wing cross section. Several authors such as 
E. F. Bruhn (1) or D. J. Peery (2) have out.lined in detail a procedure 
one could make use of if the problem was be:J_ng set up in tabular form .• 
This tabular form is ideal for a relatively simple struc;ture with a few 
cases of load combinations, however, when the structure becomes complex 
with numerous loading cases a more efficient method becomes necessary, 
The intent of the thesis will be to outline a fixed method of 
tabular procedure permitting the use of punched card automatic tabulating 
equipment to perform most of the routine and repetitive operations. 
In the preparation of such a method or program I encountered many 
problems. Some were solved by trial ancl error methods, others were 
eliminated after consulting directly with computer personnel who were 




STATEMENT ·oF PROBLEM 
The section analysis of a mult.i-cell semi-monocoque structure 
normally requires a great deal of time and patience due to the tremendous 
voll,1me of calculatio'fl,S necessary when solving for section properties ·and 
stresses. As st:at.ed in the introduction, ;it will be the in\tent of this 
thesis to present a method whereby the analyst is relieved of the routine 
and repetitive operations required in this type of an.analysis. !n o;rder 
to accomplish this, the equations will be presented in matrix form to 
the high speed computer operator who will code the .equations into the 
machine,. Once thill is acc;OJiipli1?ed·~ the··.qnly:·,t~rial;>le:, to. be stipplie9 by 
the analyst, will be the geometry and applied lo~ds. 
In order to provide a g:uide to the step by step procedure used in 
a complete section analysis, .the data required an.Ii the calculatiQns -to 
be made are outlined in.detail on the following pages. 
2 
CHAPTER II 
NORMAL STRESS COEFFICIENTS 
The normal stress coefficients ~i' N2, and NJ are functions of the 
applied loads and section properties, therefore being constant f or every 
element in the section under a given load condition. Using the nomen-
clature shown in Figure (2-1) a solution will be set up in matrix form 
to determine the coefficients. 
is: 
/l+I X Reference Axis 
- - ---.-+----\ N.A • ... 
l Reference Axis 
I Centroid.al Axi~ 
Figure (2-1) 
Nomenclature for Typical Unsynmetrical 
Cross Section in Bending 
The normal stress for any element in the cross-section of Fig. (2-1) 
-Mxiy + MyI.xy Myix - Mx!xy 
fb • Ixly _ {I:xy)2 hy - Ixi y _ (Ixy}2 bx (2-1) 
Let N1 • -Mxly + t~ and N2 --t!lix + trffi2 Ixly - I:xy Ixiy - Ixy 
3 
Then fb • N1h7 + N2hx 
Letting P/A • 13 
/ 
FNn (total normal stress)• N1hYn + N2bx'n + N3 (2-2) 
In order to solve for N1 and N2 simultaneously the following simplifi-
cations are performed: 
N1 (Ix) = -Mxlyix + ~Ix 
Ixiy - . 
lf2(1xy') - Miixy2 - $Ix 
Ixiy - . 
Adding the two equations and simplifying we obtain 
{2-3) 
In like marmer if we were to multiply the equation for N1 by Ixy, and the 
equation for N2 by Iy, we would obtain the following expression 
(2-4) 
The three normal stress coefficients N1, N2, N3 can now be solved tor by 




-1 -x X 
1 ,. 
!ABIE (I) 







J CHAPTm III 
SHEAR FWW COEFFICIENTS 
In addition to thrust and moments, a section could very well carry 
torque and shear loads. The shear flow coefficients Si and S2 are fune-
tions of.the applied loads and section properties, as were N1., N2 and NJ 
discussed in Chapter II. Therefore, each of these coefficient~ also has 
a constant value for each loading condition. Usill:g the nomenclature 
shown in FigUre (3-1)., a solution will be set-up in matrix form to 
determine these coefficients. 
l'I+/ 
XReferenee Axis 
----~ · t -+--.,..--'-+-,----~· CPtroidal Axis 





ot the structure 
Nomenclature tor Typi•l Unsymmetrical 
Cross Section in Shear··· 
The section is arbitrarily cut at element #1 assuming the shear flow 
is zero at that point. This results in an unbalanced shear. 
fs' (unbalanced.shear .flow) 
• -Vi7 + Hlxy , ·. ~ • Hix , 
( T ........ )2 - Ixly L. Ahy + Ixfj2 . . L Ahx 
4AJ · - Ixiy . 
(3-1) 
For simplification, the following substitutions will be made: 
S1 = ~ + Hix,y 
- Ixiy 
~=LAhy 
s = -Hix + VIxy 
2 Ixy2 - Ixiy 
Qt=~ Ahx 
Substituting into equation (3-1) we have fs' {unbalanced)= 
{3-4} 
A single cell structure may be balanced by equating the torsional 
moment of thr internal shear system to the external torque .. For a mult-
cell structure we have the additional condition that the twist~ is the 
same for each cell. These equations will now be developed .. 
s1,rQXDl + S2LQJ,m + 2(~.,tim) • T {external torque) 
2 ('!42~) = T - S1~Q)an - S2L Q.ym 
. : . . . : 
Letting 2 Qxm = Tx andi QJ,m = Ty 
L (~) • T - S1 Tx - S2 Ty (3-5) 
,fl is a torsional equilibrium constant which must be added to each 
cell. "q" is a superscript of primes equal in number to the cell number 
in which it will act. For instance, if we had three cells it would be 
necessary to add a constant shear flc,w T' to cell one, T" to cell two 
and T111 to cell three. If we were to analyze the structure as shown 
in Figure (3-1) we would find it necessary to write two equations in order 
to solve for T' and Tu. Equation {3-5). would satisfy one condition. Now 
a second equation must be,written which equates the twists of the two cells. 
<f I•~~ t(fs ;) = i"(fs ~: ) 
~'m :E'" m 
Since rs (bal~need) = S1 Qx + 520y ~+ T' + T" 
6 
.Then 
I I I/ 11 . 
S 2 (92s) + S2 L (QY!s) ... S1 ~ (Qms) -··S2~(Qypis) 
· 1 .::E 'm ·· :E "m ,!E "m . ~''m 
I <'.:'" ' ,, ~ ,, ~ ,, ~ ,, + T (..::::: ms) + :T (....::., ms) _ Ttl(..:::. ms) .. r'C..::.., . ma) "" o 
;£' m 2' m ;£'' m ~,, m 
Where 
, 
~ = Sum of all elements in ceU 11 
~,, = S.um of all elements in cell {12 
<""" = .i:::.., Sum of all elements common to both cells 
Col:llbining.like terms we h~ve 
s ~(Qxms) - ~'(Qxms) J+ s ~ 'cqyms) 
1 [ Z'm ,%'11 m 2L %" m 
.. ~ {Qyms) . 
' c::"' ,, 
. .e:;;.. m 
~ ; '[Z' ms1 .. ~ 11ms.l + T''[E,'' ms. ~"'ms] 
:ti:' m :£'' m j ::i:' m z:•1 m 
II J 
Let R11 - ~ 'm 
-~''m 
,, ' Gl = ~ms -
I; I/ 
G2 = ~ ms 
I ' Tx = 2 (Qxms) 
,, 11 
Tx = ~ (Qxms) 
Ty 1 = ~ 1(Qyms) 
/I II 
Ty = .:[ (Qyms) 
I/ ,1 
R S:- f 
.,~,, 
R ms 
_it / II 11 
Tx = Tx - R Tx 
II I II II 





th The shear flow fs in pounds per inch at the (n) element, for 
Figure (3-1), can now be expressed as follows: 
rs (elements common to both cells)• S1Qx + T' + T" 
i rs ( elements only in celi one) = s1 QJt + S2Qy + T' 
fs (elements only~ cell two)= S1Qx + S2Qy + T" 
A:three cell structure would requ.:µ-e the additional term T"' 1 a 
\ . . 
fourth cell the additional term T'"'. etc. 
The shear stress coefficients Si_, S2, T'; and Tst. will be computed 
by use or the following matrix. 
Ix hT s1 V 
liy Iy ~ H :x ... ... . 
Ty Ty:: m m .Tl . 1 
Tx" Tyff' Gitt ~tt T 
TABLE II 
Matrix B - Solution fo~Shear .Flow Coefficients. 
i.'. 




··x T 11 = X 
~:.+,:,,i..+::J--1--6+--+--i--+ ......... ..---1--+---ll---"-+--I-
N 1. .;..1 -Y 
N2 --1 -x 
3 1· 
TABLE Ill .•.. 
Ma\rix.C - Solution for Combined Shear 






INPUT TABLES ,AND !NSTRUCTIONS FOR ANALYST 
. ' . . 
The input t_ables, Tables IV anc:1, ·.v·., are filled out completely 
by the analyst and then turned over to the computer operator for 
processing. Of couse, the accuracy of the solution will depend upon 
.a thorough urtderstanding •. by the analyst of what -each column requires 
as well as a correct interpretation of.·~very column by the computer 
operator when initially coding the program into _the machine. Therefore, 
Chapte_r IV. will deal with. the proc:.edure to be followed by the analyst 
whe~ £ii.ling out the Geometry and Load Tables, and Chapter V will deal 
with the instructions to the computer. 
TAB~E ·;tv 
GEOMETRY l'ABLE FOR A 2. CELL STRUCTURE 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (&•) (9) (10) 
. 
· 1 ELEM 














(l)· (2) (3) (4) ' (5) (6) (7) 





1. Geometry Table 
+ :s 





Figure ( 4.-1) 
Element Designation 
II .----------., ,-.: 






A. Column 1 
Sta number is an identification· 
number f:or the section being analyzed. 
B. Column 2 
An element by def::1-nit·i,on is El. longi-
' . 
_ tudinaf st:ringer plus the area of 
· effectiv,e skin. ac;:tJ .. ng with it. The 
·element·s for each cell must be li~ted-
consecutiv,ely .in a clockwise dtrection 
around the periphery. Cell 411 always 
. I . • . 
extends around the outer periphery~ 
Fbr Figures (4~1): and (4 ... 2)~ _ cell 
two CEj.n be in either the upper. or 
l~er bo~.. _ In order to maintain a 
clockwise direction for every cell it 
is necessary to double number certain 
elements. Jumping across the structure 
causes counte.rclockwise direction, 
hewever, a zero element a.rea combin_ed 
,with a ·.zero effectivity factor (B, B) 
cancels out the error. 
13 
c. Cqlumn 3 
l3 (normal. stress effe9tivity factor) is: a factor to be used by 
the analyst te h,andle small openings or di.s.cont:im.iti.es in the 
sec·thn.. It als·O eliminates any erfor caused by doul;,le numbering 
of certain element_s • 
. D. Column 4 
'Ir (shear stress effectivity factor) fs to b.e u.sed in the s:ame 
~nner as B, 
E .• Columns 5 t·o 8 
These columns a,re obvious by def'inition. 
F. Column 9-
cl is a coqe for cell fFl. When the element is in cell :f/:1, 
e] = 1. .When the element is not in cell fll, c1 = O. 
G., ·column lO 
p:I I is a code for cell :f/:2. a1 I. = 0 when the element is not in 
. 11 . . 
cell fFl o;r tl2~ C · = 1 fa,r all elements in cell f/2 but not in 
cell f/1. • d:\ l = 2 wp.en c1 11:: 1 and the element .lies outside cell 
11 
f/2,, c· = 3 when the element is common to· bpth cells. 
II. Load Tal;>le 
A,, Column 1 
Every station is capable of haying several loading cases. The 
c.ase number ts an identification number assigned by the analyst. 
B. Columns 2 to 7 
-These columns are for external applied loads •. All loads ~re 
applied at the reference X or Y iixis •.. If th.e shears are 
initially applied elsewhere, they should be t:f'ansferred t<:i" the 
reference axis· along with their corresponding .moments.·. 
CHAPTER V 
EQUATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPUTER 
L Section Property Analysis 
A. Equations 
dyn · = -Yn + Yn+l 
dxn ··. = -Xn + Xn+l 
dsn = \/(dyn)2 + (dxn)2 
Asen = - .15 Gn2 + (tn .. 1) ~ 
Astn = ,,5 ~n (dsn) + tn-l (dsn_ 1)J 
An = (Al "" Ase) when R is negative 
Au = (Al + Ast) when R is positive 
y = ZAY 
2A 
x 2AX = 
~A 
Mx = Mx + PY 
My =My+ PX 




= ;E A(~y)2 
= ~A(hx) 2 
=2° A(hxhy) 





















Mxly - Mylxy (5-18) 
V (Mylx .. Mxlxy) 2 + (Mxly - Mylxy)2 
Rn = =K2hYn - K1hxn (5-19) 
' . " 
B. Procedure 
1. Solve for dy, dx, and ds for every element (Equations (5-1) 
to (5-3)) 
2. Solve for Ase and Ast for every element (Equations (5-4) 
and (5-5)) 
NOTE: If Al= O, Ase= 0 
3.. Using A = (Al + Ast) solve equations (5-8) to (5-16) 
n 
4. Solve for K1 and K2 ('.Equations (5-17) and (5-18))·using 
results of step 3* Use only+ value of the radical 
5. Solve for R by substituting MY and M3F with their appropriate 
sign into Equation (5-19) 
6. Select Asen or Astn that acts with the element (·Ru selects 
Asen, +Rn selects Astn) 
7d Compute Au for every element according to the sign of R 
8. Repeat steps 3 to 5 using Au as found in step 7 
9. ·Any R which has a different sign than its original R value 
must·have its corresponding Ase or Ast changed to agree 
with its new sign. 
10-. This procedure is rep~ated until this sign change no longer 
occurs. 
II• Stress Coefficients 
A.. Equations 
I 
Qxn = n • Progressive ~l (Ahy) ... Omit all elements have C = 0 ~ 
. . I 
Add only Ahyi s for · C = 1. (5-20) 
16 
,, n , , 
Qxn_ =Progressive~ (Ahy). Omit all elements having C, =.O~ 
1 
I j 
Add only Ahyt s for C = 1. (5-21) 
Qxrt = Qx~ + ~I (5-22) 
I n I 
Qy = ProgressiveZ" (Ahx). Omit all elements having C = o. 
n 1 
Add only Ahx•s for c' = 1. (5-23) 
u n ti 
Qyn =Progressive~ (Ahx). Omit all elements having C = O~ 
1 
" Add only Ahxis for C = 1. (5-24) 
I II 
Qyn = Qyn + Qyn 




Ty = 2 (Qym) 
T:k = z: (Qxm) 
I/ ; II II 
G1 • 2 ms, .. R 2 1 ms 
" . 
-c:::- ''..:::-" G =..::::;;. ms - R .c.. ms .2 I · · 
I 1 
Tx = ~ (Qxnis) 
II II 
Tx = :£. (Qxms) 
I I 
Ty = $.. (Qyms) 
Ty11 = 2;,(Qyms) 
- I/ I 11 u 
Tx = Tx d R Tx 
II I II 11 




(5 .. 27) 
(5-28) 







(5 .. 36) 
(5 ... 3_7) 
(5-~8) 
(5-39) 
1. Perform the following operatiol\S for the given values of 
I 
C 
' (a) When C = 1 
l. Add ~h~ to 
2 .. Add AnhYn to 
I 
3 .. .2 flu 
(b) When C 1 ;= 0 
,. 
L. Omit Qyn 
I 
2. Omit Qxn 







Equation (5 ... 20) 
Equation (5 .. 26) 
Equation (5 ... 23) 
Equation (5-20) 
Equation (5-26) 






When C = 0 
.,, 
1 .. Omit Qy 
n 
II 
2 .. Omit~ 
" 3 .. De not~ flu 
II 
When C = 1 
1# Add Auhxn to 
24 Add AuhYn t.o 
3. ~II mn 
II 
When C = 2 
Equation (5-24) 
Equation (5 ... 21) 
Equation" (5;.;27) 
,, 
QYn-1 Equation (5'""24) 
,, 
~ ... I Equation (5-21) 
Equation (5 ... 27) 
,., 
14 Carry previous QYn-1--do not add Anhxn(to Qyn-1 
,-·~ 
Equation (5 .... 24) 
II 
2~ Carry previous Qxn-1 ...... do .not add ~nhYn to Qxn-1 
// 
3 ,, Do not 2:. ffln 










" (d) When C = 3 
d " 
L Carry previous Qyn-1--do not add An_hXn. to Qyn-1 
Equation (5 .. 24) 
II 
2,. Carry previous Qxn ... 1-... do not add Anhxn to Qxn-1 
Equation (5-21) 
11 
3 .. -2 m Equation (5•27) 
3. Solve Equations (5 ... 22) and (5-25) for Qxu and Qyn for 
every element,. 
It I 
4... Solve Equation (5-28) for R where ~ = sum of all elements 
I II I/ 
have C = 1 and !z. = sum of all elements having C = .1 
or 3" 
5. Solve Equation (5 ... 29) for inst\ for every element 
I ti 
S:olve EquationE! (5-,30) to (5-39) where ~ and .:Z: have 6 .• 
same meaning as in step 4. 2. indicates the total sum-
mat ion of all el~ents. 
7. Having solv~d for the .section properties (Equations (5-1) 
to (5-19)) and the stress coeff.icients (Equations (5 .. 20) 
to (5 .. 39)) the following matrix can now by solved .. 
1 V 
l H 
~'m ~; T 1 T 
- ,, II 
Gl .G 















III~ Stress Equations 
A-. Equations 
fN = [N1hYn + N2hxn + N3JB (5-40) n 
fs = [S1 Clxn + S2QYn + T' + rrJ B (5-41) n 
fsn = [S1 Qxn + s2Qyn + T~ B (5-42) 
fsn = [S1 Qx + S2QY + T 1j 'S' (5,-43) 
B. Procedure 
1. Solve Equation (5 .. 40) for all elements 
2. Solve Equation (5-41) for all elements with c' = 1, 
,, 
C = 3 
3. Solve Equation (5-42) for all elements with 
I ,,, 
C = 1; C = 2 
I II 
4. Solve Equation (5-43) for all elements with C = O, C .- 1 
CaA,PTER VI 
INTERPRETATION OF IIBSULTS 
Once this program has been coded into the automatic tabulating 
machine it will be a simple matter for an analyst to solve for the 
shear flows and normal stresses for any two cell semi-'monocoque' 
structure. The analyst is required to code the geometry of the section 
in a tabular form and submit this table, along with the applied loads, 
to the automatic tabulating machine opera.tor. Using a series of 
equations, the automatic tabulating machine solves for the centroidal 
axis, section properties, and stress coefficients. The final phase 
prints out the shear flows and normal stresses. 
Although this report outlines in detail the coding and equations 
for a two cell structure, very little has been said about how to proceed 
if there were more than two cells. If such were the case, it would be 
a matter of expanding this report so that it would handle the situation. 
This would require an additional torsional equilibrium constant (Tq) for 
each additional cell. This constant could be found by equating the 
twist tq of the additional cell to the twist of one of the other 
cells. Therefore, Matrix C, Page 8, would have an extra row and column 
for each additional cell. The coding system would also have to be 
expanded so as to include a Cq term for each additional cell in the input 
table (Page 10). All the elements in the additional cell would have to 
20 
21 
be coded by expanding the coding system.as set up on Pages 17, 18 so as 
to include the elements in the additional cell when solving for Q an~ 
m. And finally, a shear flow equation would have to be .written for ea:ch 
aclditiona:l cell. The number of cells that can be _added in this manner 
is 1imited only by the storage space of the autoi;n,l:ltic tabulation 
equipment which varies with each made and model. 
As a suggestion for future study, I would recommend an expansion 
of this thesis so as to handle large openings either in or nearby the 
section being analyzed. 
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Mx = +1,000,000 
My= +3;000,000 
P = +200,000 
T = +200,000 
H = ·20,000 
· .. ;· 
. i," 
l'l,s-1 
Either ·n~b.eting system:=1s· acceptable·~ ::FQcr th,is,·example, the 







, STA NO B Al t X y C C 
20 1 1.0 LO 0 .040 42.90. -10.19 0 1 
2 .. 125 I 38.20 




6 ' 19.40 
I-+--+·. _7--1--4--i--H-+-+-~-+-14_._70-t---+--1--l--Ll--
=t~~---:-+--+-+--I-- 1: ::: I , -·-r-j----t-+--'---f---1-----+--l~-l------l 
- 5.00 , . . , r 10 
-~--1--1 ___ 1_1-i--t--+'-" -1--1--+--1---1- I -10. oo ! 1·---+---+---1--1--1---1---.l-




15 ... 28 .80 
16 -33.50 
17 .125 -38.20 0 1 
18 .. 250 -42.90 -10.19 1 3 
19 -42.99 - 3.50 , 
20 -43.00 1.50 
21 -42.96 7.02 
.I 
22 -42 • .81 13.00 r--
20 23 1.0 1.0 • .250 .040 -42.56 18. 50 1 3 
26 
GEOMETRY SHEET (Continued) 
ELEM 
STA NO B 'B" .Al t X y c' C II 
-·--~·-----~ -··-
. 20 24 . 1.0 LO .250 •. 040 .•. -41~-99 · . ··~4.94 1 3 
25 I I -40.79 31.59 ' I 
26 -35.05 41.03 
27 -29.79 4.3. 56 
28 -24-.64 44.73 
29 -19.08 45 •. 39 
30 -13.05 45.73 
3-1 .. 8 •. 10 45.9.2 
32 - 2.76 45.99 
33 2.76 45.99 
34 8.10 45.92 
35 13.05 45.73 
36 19.-08 45.39 
37 .. 24.64 44. '73 
38 29.79 43.56 
39 35.05 41.03 
40 40.79 31.59 
41 4L99 24.94 
4:2 42.56 -1a-.so· 
43 42.&l 13.00 
44 42 .. 96 . 7 .02 
45 434.00 1.50 
46 
1' l 1,_ 42.99 
..; 3.50 
20 47 1.0 1.0 .• 250 .040 42.90 ,.-10.19 1 3 I 
GEOMETRY SHEET (Continued) 
ELEM 
STA NO B ~ Al t X y _c' C ti I 
:.ZO.- 48 1.0 L .. O .,250 -<1040 42i67 , :,-..16.63 ~- L "2 
' 49 
. ' 4~.17 !""23.31 ' 
I 
50 4:I.34 -29,17 
~l 39._13 ·1-34.:81 
~2 34,AO , ... 41~48 
53 29..40 · .:.45~60 .. 
54 22.35 -47 ... 70 
55 18.,32 -48 •. oo 
56 12.80 ,-48~22 
57 _. t~ 75 ... 48._so 
58 4-.30 ,.49.00 
i 59 0;.00 .. 49.,00 
60 .-:,4~.,, -49.-0o 
61 .;._:-'741'5·. • ~4a:!so> 
,, 
62 .... 12.ao ,.48,.22• 
63 .. 1a~.32 ... ...:48.00 
64 .... 22.35 •47.70, 
65 -(29-,40 !~5~60 
·-
66 .;;34'*40 -41;.48 
67 .,.;39,, 73 -~34.~18 
68 .. 41,,34 ... 29,.17 
.-69 
' 
..;42,.17 .. 23.31 
I 
70 LO L,O ... 250 .. 040 ... 42,.67 ..... 16.63 1 2 
i 
20 71 0 0 0 0 .. -42:..90 · ... 10*19 0 0 
LOAD SHEET 
··cAsE .MK My p V H - T 
1 1000000 0 200000 .10000 20000 20ooqoo 
SHELL 4NAL. I>HASf ZERO 
~A 
' " COMP·~,., .S:IG. A :·:'.X''BAR 
y B;;i,r 
.30 .. 000 ,,'L: , Z4.184 7.3~- 4~88-
, $.N. X y '.A•L A-S .A 
42.~0 
,, 
1 10.19- .• ooo 11000 .• ooo 
2 38.20 10,.r9 ... , , ~.125 1048, .. 173 
3 33.50 10 .•. 19 .... .. 125 ~048 
~~/ 
.17;3 
·:.4 28,.80 : 10 •. 19 ... .. 125 .,048, •. 173 
·s ·24.10 10.19 ..... •. 125 ,,.048 .173 
6 19.40 ·10,.19- ... 125 .048 ,.173 
'.7 .,14. 70 10,19 .. .. .125 .048 •. 173 
8 10.00 ,,10.19_; .125 ,.048 ,.173 
9 5.00 10 •. 19,.. · • .125 ,.048 .. .173 
10 5~00- .to~.19:.. .125 .·048 ,.:113 
11 10.00- 10 .• 19 .... •. 125 ..194 •. 319 
\12 14.70:-
...... ,......... .. 
ltl«U• - .125 .188 .• 313 
•13- 19 .. 40.- 10~19,.; 
: 
... 125 \taa .313 
14 24 .. 10,,.. 10:i,;l,,.., .•. 12:5' << , , ,.;188 .313 
15 28,.,80,,.. 10 .... 19,,.. · ... 125, .,.188 "313 
16 33·.so- 10,.19.,:"", ... 125 .• .188 ~313 
17 ·.38.20- 10.19.,;. .. 12:5. ~188 ... n3 
.42 ... 90)"< 10 .. 19,.. ;i250 ' , •. 227 .. 477 18 
19 42 ... 99.- 3..,50 ... , ... 250 ,,233 ,.48:3 
20 43.0Q .. l,,,50 ..250: ~.210 ,..460 
21 4.2.-96- 7,.02 •. 250,' ~,230 • .480 
22 42.81- 13-.00 .,250 .229 .479 
· 30 
SHJJ:LL ANAL., fHASE ZERO 
.STA. COMP,.. S.IG,., A. x·BAR y BAR 
.3o.doo .1 ,'i4.184 7.30,- 4.8a~ 
S~N. X y ·A-L A-S ·A 
23. 42~56,- 18.50 ~.250 •. 239 •. 489 
24 41.·99- 24 .. 94 .250 .. 264 .. 514 
25 40.,-79, ... · 3r;s9 .250 •. 356 .• 606 
26 35 •. os .. 4L03 .250 .:337 +58'7 
, 27 . 29.7~- 43 .. 56 .250 .222 .472 
.28 24.64- 44 .. 73 •. 250 .217 •. 467 
.29 19 •. 08;- 450o39 .250 .048 .298 
30 13 .os.-. 45.73 .2so .048 .298 
31 8.10 .. 45.92 ,250 .:048 .,298 
32 2 .. 76 ... 45.99 ;2so .. ()48 .298 
33 ,·,2. 76 ·45.99 .250 .048- .298 
34 8 .• 10 ,45.,92 .• 250 ~·048· •. 298 
35 13 ... 05 45:.};3. .. :2so. ..()48 ..298 
36 19~08 45~39 .250 ... 048 1;298 
37 24.64 44«73 .:..250 .048 .,298 
38 29.79 43~56 _.,250 •. 048 •. 298 
39 35.05 41 .. 03 i250 .()48 •. 298 
40 40/19 :n ... 59· a:250 .• _048 -..·298 
41 . 41 .. 99 24.94 . .,250 .-048 -.298 
42 42,.56 18,.50 i250 _,048 .. 298 
43 42 ... 81 13.00 ., .,.250 .-048 ,-:298 































43 •. 00. 
· 42.:99 
· .. 42~90' 
PH.ASE 
. . .· 
· :. ZERO 
y :BAA. . 
4 ·a~···· ' • ' '"I:."'· 
L.50 . ·.. . · .,250 · ,,048 
' . ' . - . . 
j_sb.., . :i2so'< ;o4a . 
· .. ·· 
' ' ' 
10.19 .. ; 
: ... 42.67. ···· ... ·.··. ;16.63~/,::· 
·, ';;iso •. 048 
. ,. . 
' ' 
.,250> · .··. . ,.048 .· ,, · 
',"42_ •. li 
41.34 
3f,73 
· 34 .. 40 
.. 29, •. 40 .·· • .· 
.. 22/i5 
• . . 1.a ... :12 
: 12 ... 80 .. 
I• ' • 
,;~75· 
29 .. 17.~ 
. ·· .. 34: •. 8;1-., ,', 
.45.60-
. . ' . 
48 .. 00"" 
', ·, 4-8. ~2- .·· 
:48 •. $0--· 







. . .. ' ~ 
,.25.0, 
\250 




' . ' 
< ~048 ·: 
·' , ;048./ 
.t;.048 
i048 ·•· .~ : 
·. .• 
•. 048 
4~36. > ', 49·;00;.., • . \''/~l:S$ · . 
.• :oo. : ,49.6~, ·.· · '' .. · \ ... i{{ 
,4..so~· · .. : .. 49 •. oO~ .·•· · i·:~·2Jo >. :> ~iss: 
.· 12.80- . 
18 o:32.-
· 29~40,.. 
;48.2.2;.. · •· 
.•. ,, 48.00~ .. • 
47.,70i--,'. 
4s)ep-. · .. · · 
· : ... 250·•.· 
\25'0 . 
. · · •. 250: . 
.. .· ..... 
. ,.b1:.· .. ·.·•··.···· 
'.:. :.211·.· · ,, 
. . ::·_: ::· :· ... :, . 
. .... .. 1~L . 
'· .. ,· .-, \ . ·:. .. 
··•· •. i28:·-.. 
···276 .. ·· 









' ' ' 
· ': •. i298 .. ·. 
.•. 298 




,405 ·: ,. 
.;40:5 




. 550 .~ 
32 
SHELL .ANAL. -PHASE ZEltO 
STA COMP. .SIG. A X BAR YBAR 
306000 1 24.184 7~30- ~oc88-
S~N. X y A-L A-S A 
67 .39.73.- 34.81- .250 .288 .538 
68 41.34- 29.17~ ,,250 .235 .485 
69 42.17- 23.31- ~250 •. 252 .502 
"lO 4.2. 90,- 10.19-. .ooo o.128 .128 
30 20.0 1 
:"bx\': ,,Qy --, -- :;: .• 'b.y\:: ,. :Qx>· 
"\ 
1 50,204 .. oo 5.307. -.00• 
2 45,,.504 7_ ._87 ::-s.so1 ... .92•. 
3 40.,804 14_ ... 93 .':5..,307"!" 1.84-
4 36 ... 104 21.18 .':5.,307w 2.,_75 ... 
5 31 ... 404 26.61 5,.307 .. 3.67 .... 
6 26,.704 31.23 5.307- 4,.59•. 
7 ,22.004 35 ... 04 s .. 107 ... 5-.51,.. 
8 17 .. _304 38 .• 03 5-.307 ... 6.43-
9 12 ... 304 40 .. 16 5-..30·7._ 7.34,,. 
10 2.304 40.56 5.,307 ... 8.,26,. 
li1 2 .• 696- 39.70 5,.307,. 9,.96-
12 7- ... 396• 37.38 5,307.., 11.62-
13 12 ... 096- :· 33,.,ffl) 5,.307 ... l3,..28l-l 
14 16 .. 796-, 28.,.34 5,.307"' 14.,,4-
15 zi~.49~ 21.,61 5,.301w 16~60.-;. 
16 26.196 ... 13.-.41 5.30_7~ 18,,.26.-. 
17 30~896 ... 3:.74 -.- :· ___ ,·_5.*307 .. 19 .. 92""' 
18 35._59~- ··i;1~24;_- 5_.,307- 22:,.45"'! 
19 35.,_686 .... 3{},.48-. 1.383 21..,181'"-
20 35,.696, ... 46,.9Qw 6,a;383 -18.-85.• 
21 35.,..656 .... 64 .. ot ... --11..903 13.._13 ... 
22 35,.506 .... s:i .. 02-- ·17,883 4~57 .... 
23 3~ .. 25&""'· 98,26"" 2.3 .. 383 6~87 
24 34 .. _686""' 116~09,-. 29~823 2.2~20 
30 20.:0 1 
hx Qy ····hy Qx 
25 33 .. 4$6-. 136.,,38- 36.473'· 44.30 
26 27 .. 756 ... 152 ... 67 ... 45!!913 7L25 
27 22.486- 163.28"' 48 .. 443 94,,11 
28 17 .. 336-. 171 .. 38 ... 49,.613 · 117 •. 28 
29 1L776- 174,,89 .. 50,273 132 .. 27 
30 50c746"" 176;i6Q,- 50,.613 147 .. 35 
31 ,..796 .... 176 .. ff4 ..... 50,803 162.49 
3'2 4 ... 544 175.48'"' 50,,873 177 .. 65 
33 l01t064 112ii49 ... · 50*8'73 192 .. 81 
34 l5A04 16'7 .. 89- 50,.803 207 .. 95 
35 20,,354 161,.83'- 50 .• 613 223 .. 03 
36 26~384 153,.97.,. so •. 273 238~01 
37 31"944 144 .• 45 .. 49.-613 252.,.80 
38 371t094 133~39,.. 48 .. 443 26'7 .. 23 
39 42,;354 120 .. 11;.. 45,,Ql~ 280,.91 . 
40 48.,094 106.44 ... 36,,473 291.:78 
41 49 .. 294 910/75,., 29.,823 300 ... '6'1 
42 49,..864 76 .. 89.-. '23,,383 307,.64 
43 50~114 .(;~Jg'9'~ .... ' 17~883 312 .. 97 
44 50.264 46 .. 98 ... 11 .. 903 316452 
45 50~304 31,.99.;.. 6.383, 318 .. 42 
46 50.,294 11 .. 00 ... · L,383 318.83 
41 50,.204 2~04- 5 •. 30'7-r< 317 .. 25 


























25 .. 624 








',, 22 .. 096"" 
2'7.,,096w 




3.4 .. 036,.. . . ~ . . 
34.866 ... 
3,?;.366,.. _ 
· 35.596 ... 
1-··· 
Qy 
. ·. 2'3._8:5 ,, 
·.saj:;j~· · 
~s~/J1: 
·.· 64.79 .•. 
·.·•.1s~13•·· 
'·. 84.i56 .•.. ·. ' 
. ::9.;a\:,cf"'" •• · 




110 .. 46 
· 111~68 
111 .. 49 
108.~.96 . 
. .· ... 
· 104,.'lQ . 
.. : ,• .... ·, 
..•. ,' ' 9f?:t9l ,, . 
.S5~28, 





· ·. 3/14~ · 
hy 
· 18 .. 427·.;o· 
244~~71'"'· .···· 
- .... · .. ·. .· 
< . ?9 M 92:7•.;.. . 
•· :~.~ ·s· n7~ . 
··:· · . .J:~ 'f,.- -~< . . . 
.. . . . 
. ', _.·_ : 40 .. 111~ . 
•, Qx . 
328.,18 
. _· 320• .. 94,.,. 
· 312~0·2- · 
:: .... ·. ~>- ·-. .. ..... 
.·. ·. /301~12 
288~98 ·. 
.. 2t6, ~·22 ' . 
· 2.63.JS 
> .. 4s.~·33t~•- · .. -. · · ·· .--2.so~46 · .
., ·. :" .. · .. .-· 
4$~611~. •,' 237 ,,46 
44,.117-..; .· 219 .. 60 .·•· 
44.117i;. 200.98 
· .. 44.117-.... 183,.11 •· 
43.plj,;.•. 164-.75 
. .43~337,.. 144 •. 77 
.· . . 
43)!'1];7:.,. . 125-.76 
42.8:Vl~:, .. 104*29 · 
··• :40.1tv.i< · .·••·.···.· s.3.8'7 .-
. - .. 
36,,'5~7~ ;' . · ..•.. '6;3:14 •. ·· •.. 
24,.2a7 ... · 
''18~427~ •.•. 
' 11~747~ ' 
, ·. 5~:~'01~ ... -·_-· 
35.87 ·.· 
. 26,.61 ·· 
. ."·..;/·:. 
.•.. ·?20,.60 
' . . . 
. ··••···· 19.~2. 




( 2m) .14137.,51 
y .. BAR 
4 ..• 883-
D MATRIX 
SpM ... A 
24.184 
"ds 
4597.oo (Z, c1t> 
6742.00 (~' ~) 
Gt 
M MATRIX 
9367.99 (2 11m) 
R MATRIX 





(Ty) '213300.00• 1389328.00 (Tx 1 ) 
II N 
(Ty ) 441104.oo.. 753744~.oo (Tx ) 
980.6 (G/1 ) 
II 
5517 oc5"' (G2 ) 
STATION 30 20.0 INCHES COMPRESSION NUMBER 1 
T-BAR MATRIX 
.;... ,, - 1, 
(Ty ) 392382.65 251831.40 (Tx) 
1 MATRIX 
(ly) 23410 187 ... (lxy) 
(lxy) 187"" 26630 (lx) 
38 
SOLUTION FOR M,.A.TRIX C 
1 1 1 .26630000 5 ,.18700000"" 3 .• 00000000 0 .. 00000000 
1 2 1 "'18700000 ... 3 .23410000 5 aOOOOOOOO 0 .. 00000000 
1 3 1 .26216632 7 ... 46393592 ... 6 .14137500 5 .93680000 
1 4 1 u 25183140 6 .. 3.9238265 6 .00000000 0 .55775000;-
l 6 1 .. 00000000 0 .00000000. 0 ..00000000 0 .00000000 
l 1 ·, 1 .. 00000000· 0 .. 00000000 0 ,.000000001 ·O ..,00000000 
0. .. 00000000 0 ,, ~00000000 ··o ·. 'l' "/1 . ·. r< . :. 00000000 '.o,, 
0. .00000000 0 ocOOOOOOOO 0 1 2 7 •• 00000000 0 
4 .00000000 0 .00000000 0 1 3 7 .. 00000000 0 
4 .• 00000000 0 .00000000 0 l 4 7 . .,00000000 0 
0 ~24180000 2 .. 00000000 0 1 5 7 .00000000 0 
0 .00000000 0 .26630000 5 l 6 :7 .18700000- 3 
0 .. 00000000 0 .18700000- 3 1 7 .7 •. 23410000 5 
1001 l 1 •. 10000000 5 
1001 2 1 .. 20000000 5 
lOQl 3 1 .. 20000000 5 
10001 4 1 .. 00000000 0 
1001 5 1 .10000000 4 
1001 6 1 ·"' 99512000,.. 6 
1001 7 ,l .,.29921000 ... 7 
2001 1 1 .-38153702 0 
2Q01 2 ,t ,.85738348 0 
2001 3 1 .92585607 .. 2 
2001 4 .1 .77544670 2 Solution 
2001 5 1 .41356493 2 
2001 6 ,1 11:38268230;,., · 2 
2001 ' .1 '· .:1281~422- 3 ---r 
30.0l l 1 ~ 10000000 5 
:mo1 2 1 ,,20000000 5 
·soot' 3 1 .20000011 .5 Ch.eek 
3001 4 :1 ,,,,51065175 2-
3001 5 1 ,.10000000 .4 
3001 6 :I ,99511999• 6 
3001 1 ,1 ~· 29927000- 1 
40 
STA·o .. 20 .. o·· ··cOl\m·,01 ·· .. ST.A' 0 .<\:0:COND ,.00· .ST,A O ~O COND 00 
p ... s F"'N F-S F,-.N 
1 78 6188 ... 
2 84 5586 .. 
3 90 4934 .. 
4 94 4382-
5 99 3779.., 
6 103 3l7'J,.; 
7 .. ·105 2575 ... 
8 108 .19'12., 
9 109 1332:" 
10 109 50-
11 108 590 
12 105 1192 
13 lOll 1794 
14 96 2396 
1.5 90 2999 
16 82 3601 
1'J . 13 4203 
18 35,., 4806 
19 49- 4561 
20 ·63,_, 4371 
21 75,,. 4155 
22 86"" 3907 
23 97 ... 3664 
24 106 .... 3345 
41 
·'~~·-.· 
·sTA·ff 20 .. 0 COND 01!- STA'O • .• O COND .OQ·r 1 S;TAiOI ;o COND 00 
F-S ·F,..N F..,N F""N 
25 ·115 ... ·2936 
26 119- 183'9 
27 119~ 1069 
28 117..,, 364 
29 114 ... 313,.. 
30 iloQ 1159,.. 
31 105- 180()) ... 
32 98- 2487? 
33 89- 3195 ... 
34 ao ... 3876ia!f 
35 69- 4503-
36 56 ... 5263"' 
37 43 .. 5950-
38 27 .. 6565-
39 11- 7143,,, 
40 5 7517~ 
41 21 7,416-
42 :':Ji 1243,.. 
43 51 7064"' 
44 66 6855= 
45 ·.19 6649-
l/;6 92 6456= 
471 104 6188"' 
48 43 5913 ... 
42 
STA O ,.:0 COND 00 STA O; :,,-0 COND 00 
. F...,S J1;;.-N F•S F ... N 
49 53 5593-
50 63 5262 ... 
51 '11 4840• 
52 18 3902-·.':,. 
53 8,3 310,3-. 
54 85 2120 ... 
55 87 · .. 1592;.. 
56 87 876-
57 86 218· 
58 83 242 
59 79 793 
60 1r3 .. 1344 
" 
61 66 t'767 
62 56 2404 
63 45 3103 
64 3.1 3608 
65 13 44.31 
66 8:,,; 4914 
67 , 29 .. 5341 
68 40 ... 5332 
69 66 ... 5214 
'10 8:4"" 5022 
7,1 o .... 0 
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